Perfect Travel

Mentioned travel, we are most concerned about the cost. So how to have a rich and affordable travel? Next, editor will introduce the full range of travel costs to you. This time, we choose the tourist destination is Prague in the Czech Republic.

First, transportation is the most important. Our starting point is the capital city—Beijing, destination is Prague.

**About the ticket:** We can book on Crip website. The best travel date is between March and May. In this term, the ticket price is very low. Editor conservatively estimates 2000 yuan one-way.

**About the daily transportation:** Prague's bus and subway general one ticket system, one ticket can be used transfer to each other. Charge is calculated by passengers' ride time.

Editor recommend 4 kinds of tickets:
- tickets for 30 minutes—about 24 crown (6.5 rmb)
- ticket for 90 minutes—about 32 crown (8.6 rmb)
- one day ticket—about 110 crown (30rmb)
- three days ticket—about 310 crown (84 rmb)

Tourists can buy these tickets at the airport subway station. Editor suggests tourists do not take a taxi in Prague. According to the investigation, most taxi drivers charge high fare from passengers.